In this paper, LPT (largest processing time) algorithm is considered for scheduling jobs with similar sizes on three machines. The objective function is to minimize the maximum completion time of all machines. The worst case performance ratio of the LPT algorithm is given as a piecewise linear function of r if job sizes fall in [ ] 1, r . Our result is better than the existing result. Furthermore, the ratio given here is the best. That means our result cannot be improved any more. 1 2 , , , n L J J J = of n jobs where job j J has non-negative processing time j p , assign the jobs on m machines { } 1 2 , , , m M M M so as to minimize the maximum completion times of the jobs on each machine. Since scheduling problem was proposed by Graham [1], it has been studied extensively in many varieties and from many viewpoints. In classic scheduling problem, there is no constraint on the size of jobs. However, in practice, the size of job can neither be too large nor too small. This motivates researchers to study scheduling problems in which the sizes of all jobs fall in [ ] 1, r with 1 r ≥ . Researches of such model can be found in [2]-[9] to name a few. LPT (Largest Processing Time) algorithm is a famous algorithm proposed by Graham [10]. For a given job list { } 1 2 , , , n L J J J = of n jobs, LPT algorithm How to cite this paper: Ma, Y.J., Li, R.H. and Zhou, Y.X. (2019) LPT Algorithm for Jobs with Similar Sizes on Three Machines.
Introduction
The scheduling problem on m parallel identical machines is defined as follows:
Given a job set { } firstly sorts the jobs with a non-increasing order of their sizes. Then LPT algorithm assigns the jobs one by one according to the non-increasing order and always assigns the current job to the machine with least load. The worst case performance ratio of LPT is 4 1 3 3m − . H.Kellerer [9] gave the following result. 
Theorem and Its Proof
Before the analysis, we give some symbols used later on. 
where k is non-negative integer. Furthermore the bound is tight.
Proof: Case 1:
and the quality can hold. We get the conclusion by letting 3 m = .
For 5 3 r < , if the theorem is not true, then there is a job list { } 1 2 , , , n L J J J = with minimal n such that L violates the theorem. We call such a job list as a minimal counter example. For a minimal counter example, it is easy to show that the last job n J is finished at last. Hence we have
In this case, we should prove
Hence we get 9 9 n k ≤ + . Case 2.1:
In this case we have 1
Similarly we can get (2) for the case of 9 7,9 8 
